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Abstract: Typhoons are destructive weather events. News media reports contain large amounts
of typhoon information. Transforming this information into useful knowledge to provide a basis
for mining typhoon knowledge and supporting disaster prevention and relief is urgently required
to solve this problem. Knowledge representation can be used to address this problem, although it
presents several challenges. These challenges lie in expressing the static and dynamic characteris‑
tics of typhoons and formalizing the knowledge representation method and making it suitable for
machine processing. Moreover, the general Chinese time and space representation method is overly
cumbersome for use in ontologies. The present study proposes an ontology‑based typhoon event
representation method that solves the representation problems of the typhoon static concept and dy‑
namic features. Furthermore, it summarizes the fixed patterns of time and space inChinese news and
designs a time and spacemodel suitable for typhoon event ontologies. From the ontology population,
typhoon event ontology instances are created, and the typhoon event ontology model is applied to
the analysis of typhoon processes, verifying the effectiveness of the typhoon event ontology model.

Keywords: typhoon event; knowledge representation; ontology; dynamic; sematic; formalization;
Chinese news reports

1. Introduction
Typhoons are tropical cyclones that occur in the northwest Pacific Ocean and are ex‑

treme weather events with serious destructive power. Approximately 80–100 tropical cy‑
clones occur annuallyworldwide, resulting in huge casualties and economic losses ofmore
than USD 10 billion [1]. For example, Hurricane Katrina hit the southern coastal areas of
the United States in 2005, causing more than 1300 deaths, and leaving one million home‑
less [2]. According to relevant data from China’s meteorological department, the annual
direct economic losses caused by typhoons in China from 2000 to 2019were as high as CNY
70–80 billion [3].

Despite forecasts, typhoons continue to cause extensive damage, which is inseparable
from their characteristics. First, the progress of typhoons changes constantly; for example,
changes in the typhoon’s path and intensity differ from those forecasted. This uncertainty
poses a significant challenge to human disaster prevention. Second, secondary disasters
caused by typhoons, such as heavy precipitation and debris flow, are sudden and power‑
ful, creating difficulties in disaster prevention and relief. To determine the internal rela‑
tionships and laws among these characteristics, the potential knowledge about typhoons
should be deeply mined.
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Typhoon data encompass various types, primarily including satellite image data, his‑
torical typhoon paths, and statistical information on typhoon disaster losses. However, the
lack of interoperability and standardized formats among these diverse data sources hin‑
ders seamless data integration and analysis. This data fragmentation can result in missed
opportunities to uncover valuable insights, identify patterns, andmake informeddecisions
related to typhoon prediction, prevention, and relief efforts. Online news has become the
main source of people’s knowledge about typhoons. With the arrival of a typhoon, the
newsmedia report all aspects about it, including the forecast, its current location andwind
force, the associated heavy precipitation and gales, and the losses caused by the typhoon.
Simultaneously, the disaster prevention measures taken by people against typhoons are
also reported. News media reports are timely, complete, and accurate and can convey in‑
formation better than social media. Obtaining typhoon knowledge from the news includes
extracting typhoon information from several news reports, integrating the information into
interrelated knowledge, and using data mining to discover the laws of typhoon behavior.

Early warning and risk assessment can minimize the losses caused by disasters and
are themainmethods for disaster prevention and reduction. Leveraging thewealth of exist‑
ing typhoon‑related data, and extracting the latent knowledge embedded within it—such
as the historical behavior of past typhoons and the efficacy of human interventions—can
significantly enhance our disaster warning and risk assessment capabilities. A knowledge
graph provides a structured framework for the organization and integration of fragmented
information into interconnected knowledge networks. This approach facilitates the corre‑
lation between diverse pieces of knowledge and represents an efficient means of both ac‑
quiring and utilizing information. Bymining the patterns of typhoons from the knowledge
graph, more knowledge about typhoons can be obtained, providing a basis for disaster
prevention and reduction of typhoons. Ontology describes the way information is orga‑
nized and expressed in a knowledge graph, serving as the pattern layer of the graph. It
defines the concepts within the graph. Unlike non‑ontological knowledge graphs, ontolo‑
gies describe various relationships between concepts with rich semantics, which aids in
the discovery of patterns and regularities within the knowledge graph and enables further
knowledge inference [4].

Ontology, as a data representation method, is also used for the representation of ty‑
phoon information [5]. The ontologymodel can express the logical structure of knowledge
clearly and formally, and has clear semantic information and realized reasoning, laying the
foundation for knowledge sharing, interoperability, and further analysis and expression.
Typhoon information includes both static information, such as the typhoon’s current loca‑
tion andwind force, and dynamic information, such as changes in the typhoon route, wind
force, and precipitation. At present, typhoons are regarded as geographical objects [5], and
the construction of typhoon ontology only considers the static concept of typhoons, neglect‑
ing the expression of dynamic information of typhoons, and cannot fully demonstrate the
changing process of typhoons. Secondly, typhoon ontology modeling does not consider
the spatiotemporal information of typhoons and cannot describe their development pro‑
cess. Finally, during past typhoon processes, humans took many disaster prevention and
mitigation measures, which affected the disaster situation and also reflected the relation‑
ship between typhoons andhuman activities. A comprehensive analysis of the relationship
between typhoons and human activities can further enhance disaster prevention and relief
capabilities. Therefore, researching a typhoon information expression model that can ex‑
press the dynamic characteristics of typhoons and describe the spatiotemporal changes of
typhoons, while considering the impact of human activities on disasters, is the foundation
for realizing knowledge mining of typhoon processes.

Events can record the dynamic process. An event in the real world involves roles and
actions at a certain time and location [6]. Geographic events are the extension and applica‑
tion of events in a geographical field and refer to events that cause changes in spatiotempo‑
ral objects [7]. Geographic events record their occurrence, development, and change pro‑
cesses [8]. The dynamics of typhoons are reflected in geographical events. The typhoon
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process consists of several typhoon‑related events. The relationship between these events
is established such that the information in typhoon reports can be pieced together to form
a whole picture. In the present study, typhoon events and a series of events caused by
typhoons are collectively called typhoon events. Using an ontology to express events can
represent their internal structure and dynamics aswell as their semantics to achieve further
reasoning [9,10]. Research on event ontology has made some progress, confirming the fea‑
sibility of using ontology to represent events [11–13]. Thus, the event ontology can achieve
modeling of typhoon spatiotemporal processes and express the dynamic characteristics of
typhoon. The typhoon event ontology model can integrate typhoon data into an intercon‑
nected knowledge graph, capture the relationships between different typhoon events, dis‑
cover typhoon patterns, analyze the effectiveness of human measures, thereby improving
the accuracy of forecasting and early warning systems. It can also assist emergency man‑
agement departments in making appropriate decisions and formulating effective response
plans to reduce the impact of typhoons, reduce casualties and economic losses.

The temporal and spatial expressions of typhoon events are key to geographical events.
For the English time system, Allen [14] suggested a set of time system theories in which
13 types of time relationships were defined and classified. The Chinese time system is not
completely consistent with the English time system, because Chinese time has the charac‑
teristics of Chinese language expression. For example, in English, tense is reflected by a
change in verb form, whereas in Chinese, tense is realized through auxiliary words or con‑
textual semantics. The time expression of typhoon events in the news is relatively fixed,
which also differs from that in other Chinese works. Furthermore, space objects are de‑
scribed as points, lines, and planes in some spatial expressions. This expression cannot
effectively convey spatial semantics and is not conducive to knowledge mining. The Chi‑
nese space ontology model [15] can express semantics, but its structure is large and incon‑
venient to use. Therefore, it is necessary to design a spatiotemporal expression method for
typhoon events that conform to Chinese expression habits in news.

This article first introduces the research background and progress of knowledge rep‑
resentation for typhoon events. The typhoon event classification system developed in this
study is then introduced, as well as the constituent elements and relationships between
each type of typhoon event. The Typhoon Event Type System includes various human
activity events in typhoons. A typhoon event ontology model was constructed by defin‑
ing typhoon events, event classes, and models representing the spatiotemporal expression
of typhoon events, and the instantiation method of the ontology model was explained.
Through case studies, the construction and instantiation results of the typhoon event on‑
tology model were demonstrated, as well as its simple application in data analysis.

This article breaks through the limitations of existing typhoon ontology models that
only describe static typhoon features by constructing a typhoon event ontology model. It
achieves the representation of typhoon dynamic features and spatiotemporal evolution
processes, effectively conveying the semantics of typhoon processes. This provides a foun‑
dation for the study of typhoon dynamic evolution and the construction of a knowledge
graph of typhoon events. Meanwhile, the analysis of human activities in this study pro‑
vides a basis for improving disaster prevention and relief measures.

2. Related Work
The spatiotemporal datamodel and the semanticmodel are the twomainmodels used

in geographic event modeling. The former model was used earlier for this purpose, but
since the early 1990s, ontology has been widely researched and applied.

As early as 1988, Langran and Chrisman [16] explored the idea of temporal GIS and
introduced the conceptualizations of space–time composite as a promising basis for a tem‑
poral geographic information system. In 1992, Langran [17] identified states, events, and
evidence as the principle entities of Temporal Geographical Information Systems (TGIS).
Peuquet [18] was the first to propose an event‑based spatiotemporal data model (ESTDM),
which is a time‑based spatiotemporal data model that can analyze temporal relationships
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and patterns that change with time. This model can efficiently implement location‑related
time‑series and time‑based queries. Peuquet [19] also explored the processes by which
people acquire, represent, and utilize spatiotemporal knowledge. Worboys [20,21] first
introduced object orientation in the spatio‑temporal modeling, presented an approach to
modeling dynamic geospatial domains, and constructed a geospatial event model (GEM)
based on three basic entity types: geospatial object, event, and setting. Yuan [22–24] inves‑
tigated the development of temporal GIS and its applicability to support spatio‑temporal
modeling, leading to the construction of a three‑domain model for spatio‑temporal model‑
ing to represent semantics, space, and time separately and providing links between them
to describe geographic processes and phenomena. Based on an analysis of spatio‑temporal
processes and on properties of object‑oriented and entity‑relationship data models, Clara‑
munt et al. [25] presented a set of design patterns modeling spatio‑temporal processes ex‑
pressed in an object‑relationship datamodel. They [26] also proposed integrating the event
conceptwith TGIS to provide a topological framework for representing entity‑based events
and processes. Subsequently, they [27] developed a taxonomy of spatio‑temporal pro‑
cesses that retained the original meaning of events and processes. Chen [28] constructed
an object‑event‑process spatiotemporal data model that effectively expressed dynamic ge‑
ographical phenomena. Ye [29] designed a spatiotemporal datamodel based on behavioral
events and presented a logical design using five categories: time, space, topic, event, and
behavior cognition.

Apart from geographical spatiotemporal models, research on geographic ontology is
also of great significance. Geographic ontology refers to the theory andmethod of abstract‑
ing knowledge, information, and data related to the field of geographical science into a
consensus object or entity, forming a system based on specific relationships, simultaneous
conceptualization and definition, and finally formal expression [30]. Geographic ontology
also serves as a crucial theoretical foundation for semantic interoperability between the se‑
mantic Internet and geographic information systems, geographic information knowledge
sharing and reuse, and semantic modeling [31–33]. Gruber [4] proposed ontology as a sys‑
tem to share knowledge among various knowledge bases. An ontology is a formal and
clear specification for sharing conceptualizations. Claramunt [34] introduced the princi‑
ples behind semantic ontologies and their application to complex geospatial information.
Robert et al. [35] proposed the semantic web for Earth and environmental terminology
(SWEET) and developed a collection of ontologies including both orthogonal concepts and
integrative science knowledge concepts. Kuhn [36] clarified the relevant notion of seman‑
tics and proposed a framework, in the form of semantic reference systems, to solve interop‑
erability problems. Grenon [37] put forward a rich modular framework based on a realist
formal ontology of spatio‑temporality for spatio‑temporal reasoning. Wang [38] designed
a News Event Ontology Model (NOEM) to represent 5W1H (who, what, whom, when,
where, how) semantic elements of an event and relations among events.

Significant progress has beenmade in the spatiotemporal expressionmethods of events.
Concepts specific to temporal databases were well‑defined, well understood, and widely
used [39]. To support temporal semantics, the TAU Temporal Object Model [40] was de‑
veloped, and its properties were classified into three categories: transaction time, valid
time, and bitemporal time. OWL‑Time is a time ontology in the format of Web Ontology
Language (OWL), encompassing classes and relations for expressing intervals and instants
in clock and calendar terms [41]. OWL‑Time can be used for time reasoning to enhance
the time perception of different natural language applications, such as question answering,
information retrieval, and summaries [42]. Zhang et al. [43] proposed a Chinese time ontol‑
ogy based on a basic time ontology involving Chinese temporal entities and time attributes.
Tang [44] conducted an in‑depth analysis of Chinese time descriptions and constructed a
time ontology for these descriptions. Li [45] proposed a graph structure multi‑granularity
time data model, Time‑Granular‑Model (TGM).

Ontologymodels are also widely used in hazard research. Coletti et al. [46] presented
the Vulnerability Upper Model (VUM) and built a VUM ontology, including concepts
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such as risk, threat, system stakeholder, system, severity, and vulnerability. Extending the
Vum ontology, the TERritorial Management and Infrastructures ontology for institutional
and industrial USage (TERMINUS) [47] was created as a domain ontology to represent
knowledge concerning environment, critical infrastructure, and related hazards, risks, and
threats. It was then used as a semantic and spatiotemporal representation of knowledge of
the urban area in risk assessment of urban areas [48]. Wei Wang [49] developed a hazard
ontology based on authoritative sources on hazards and existing ontologies. Jain et al. [50]
created a natural disasters ontology, categorizing events into groups that included earth‑
quake, volcano, wild fires, and more. Goodall et al. [51] analyzed the different views on
disaster ontologies in China and theWest. Li et al. [52] described a hurricane management
ontology comprising five layers, including a subset of concepts, such as hurricanes, dam‑
age evaluation, public service, hurricane recovery, and physical supply. Ma [53] designed
an ontology model of a natural disaster event domain, analyzed its logical structure and
formal expressionmethod in detail, and qualitatively and quantitatively evaluated the con‑
structed event ontology. However, although this model is almost universal it is unsuitable
for expressing typhoon events. Mikki [11] proposed an ontology for natural events that in‑
tegrates the philosophical methods of science, ontology, and natural philosophy, confirm‑
ing the feasibility of an ontology in the knowledge representation of geographical events.

Semantic models for typhoons have also been established [5,54,55]. Huang [5] de‑
fined a typhoon disaster domain ontology model and used it to conduct reasoning based
on Jena to mine typhoon disaster impact factors and disaster chain information. However,
the ontology model was designed only for the static characteristics of typhoons; the dy‑
namic characteristics of typhoons were not analyzed. Huang [54] defined the knowledge
expression model for typhoons as being divided into four levels: concept, element, rela‑
tionship, and rule. This model represents the semantic information on typhoons. How‑
ever, it cannot highlight the relationship and dynamic development of events, and the
temporal and spatial expressions in the model are not sufficiently detailed. Ye [55] pro‑
posed a formal knowledge representation method for typhoon events and constructed a
three‑level information model of the “event‑process‑state”. However, its semantic repre‑
sentation was insufficient, and it overlooked human responses to typhoon events. WANG
et al. [56] proposed a knowledge expression model for typhoon disaster events from five
levels: concept, object, state, feature, and relationship, and used this model to construct
a knowledge graph of typhoon disaster events. This model achieves the spatiotemporal
process expression of typhoon disaster events. However, this model only focuses on the
characteristics of typhoon disasters and does not consider the impact of human activities
on disasters. Moreover, the semantic expression of this model is relatively loose, and the
semantic association between concepts is not yet close enough.

Ontology population is the process of inserting concept and relation instances into
an existing ontology. Ontology population requires an initial ontology that will be popu‑
lated and an instance extraction engine. Currently, many systems are available for ontol‑
ogy population. Most systems populate an ontology by extracting concepts and relations,
such as Artequakt [57], WEB→KB [58], SOBA [59], OPTIMA [60], ISOLDE [61] and more.
Celjuska et al. [62] also described a system for semi‑automatic population of ontologies
with instances from unstructured text.

In addition to the systems, many studies have proposed methods for ontology pop‑
ulation. d’Amato [63] proposed an inductive method to improve the instance retrieval
and enrich ontology population. Tanev et al. [64] proposed a weakly supervised approach
to automatic ontology population from text. Witte [65] developed a General Architecture
for Text Engineering (GATE) resource called the OwlExporter, which allows for easy map‑
ping of existing natural language processing (NLP) analysis pipelines to OWL ontologies.
Faria et al. [66] proposed a domain‑independent process for the automatic population of
ontologies from text, applying natural language processing and information extraction
techniques to acquire and classify ontology instances. Lubani et al. [67] discussed the ma‑
jor components of the ontology population process and the different design aspects to be
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considered when building ontology population systems. Wang used GATE [49] and the
information extraction method [38] in natural language processing for ontology popula‑
tion, respectively.

Considering the above review, this study first designs a typhoon event classification
system, which not only considers the disaster information of the typhoon itself, but also
takes human activity events in disasters as the analysis object, which is conducive to dis‑
cussing the relationship between human activities and disasters. Based on the temporal
and spatial representation model of typhoon events proposed in this article, the typhoon
event ontology model defines the spatiotemporal features, action features, and static fea‑
ture elements of typhoons, achieving a unified expression of the dynamic and static fea‑
tures of typhoon events, which can be used to display the spatiotemporal change process
of typhoons.

3. Methods
Ourmethod for creating an ontologymodel of typhoon events is illustrated in Figure 1.

In this study, we collected 4595 Chinese news reports about typhoons from the China
Weather Typhoon Website (http://typhoon.weather.com.cn/ (accessed on 23 June 2023))
covering the period from 2013 to 2022. These news reports document 49 typhoons that
made landfalls in China over nine years. The news reports were processed by clauses,
and then the sentences were read manually to extract the news content. The concepts,
relationships, and rules of typhoon events were derived from various sources, including
standard specifications, laws, and regulations (e.g., the Meteorological Disaster
Prevention Ordinance), professional books (e.g., Typhoon Forecast and Disaster),
literature [21,35,37,39,46,47,49,50,52,68,69], official news, and statistical datamaterials (e.g.,
Tropical Cyclone Yearbook) about typhoons. For instance, the Chinese standard docu‑
ment ‘GB/T 19201‑2006’ defines the level of tropical cyclones; ‘GB/T 26376‑2010’ defines
basic terms for natural disaster management; ‘GB/T 28921‑2012’ defines the categories of
natural disasters, and ‘GB/T 35663‑2017’ defines the terms and definitions of weather con‑
ditions, meteorological elements and weather phenomena. By analyzing the concepts of
typhoon events in the news, tracking the development process of typhoons along with
the objects involved in the process, four characteristics of typhoon events are summarized:
dynamic, spatiotemporal, warning and response, and multi‑event. The dynamic charac‑
teristic shows that typhoon events change continuously in time, space and object state.
Temporal and spatial characteristics are essential features of typhoon events. Warning and
response are key characteristics that differentiate typhoons from some sudden disasters,
such as earthquakes. The characteristic of multiple events reflects that various events of
different nature will be caused during a typhoon process.

This paper utilizes typhoon standard specifications, professional books, and literature
as references to analyze and assess the concepts and relationships presented in typhoon‑
related news sentences. Building upon this analysis, this paper constructs a classification
system of typhoon events, defining the elements for each typhoon event category and their
interrelationships. To achieve this, ontology and formal expressionmethods are employed
to abstract the concepts of typhoon and the relationships between typhoon events, time,
and space. This results in the creation of a typhoon static object ontology and event rela‑
tionships within typhoon events, as well as models for expressing time and space. Sub‑
sequently, based on the developed ontology, the typhoon event classification system, and
the aforementioned models, a comprehensive typhoon event ontology is designed to rep‑
resent the dynamic aspects of typhoons. The model is then subjected to a case study and
application, demonstrating that it effectively accomplishes the expression of conceptual,
formal, and semantic‑level knowledge related to typhoon events. The study concludes
that this model is well‑suited for analyzing typhoon processes.

http://typhoon.weather.com.cn/
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3.1. Classification System for Typhoon Events
By analyzing and referencing concepts and relationships of typhoon events from ty‑

phoon standard specifications, professional books, and the literature [46,50,52,70,71], this
paper introduces a five‑layer classification system for typhoon events based on the con‑
cepts, content, relationships and nature found in the news. The classification system re‑
sults in the formation of an event category tree, illustrated in Figure 2. The root of the
event category tree is a collection of all typhoon events. The second layer of the tree is
further categorized into two groups based on whether the event objects involved human
participation or the natural environment, namely “human responses to disaster events”
and “natural disaster events”. According to the event objects, natural disaster events are
classified into “typhoon state events” and “disaster events caused by typhoons” in the
third layer. As for human responses to disaster events, they are divided into “warning
and response events” and “disaster situation events” in the third layer, depending on the
nature of human engagement, whether proactive or reactive, in response to the disasters.
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In the fourth layer, according to the different states of the typhoon, typhoon state
events are classified into typhoon generation, development, landing, and termination
events. Typhoon generation events record certain characteristics of typhoon generation,
including the typhoon name, location, wind force, moving speed, and wind circle radius.
Typhoon development events refer to all dynamic changes in typhoons, such asmovement,
strengthening, and weakening. Typhoon landing events record the landing of typhoons.
The typhoon can make one or more landings. Finally, typhoon termination events are
events in which the typhoon power is weakened to the extent that the weather station
stops reporting.

According to different event objects, disaster events are divided into gale, precipita‑
tion, wave, storm surge, and secondary disaster events. These events record information
on gales, precipitation, waves, and storm surges caused by typhoons.
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Warning and response events can be divided into warning, emergency response re‑
lease, traffic response, and production and life response events according to the different
actions and event objects. Warning events record the events in which different institutions
send warning information regarding typhoons and other disasters. Emergency response
release events indicate that different organizations send emergency response information
upon the arrival of disasters. Traffic response events refer to those in which a series of
disaster prevention measures were taken by transportation organizations in response to
the disaster, such as the closure of highways and termination of port operations. Finally,
production and life response events refer to events in which production and life behaviors
are forced to stop and recover owing to the impact of typhoons and disasters, including
factory shutdowns and school suspensions. This paper classifies warning and response
events based on the standard specifications and the following data sources. The standard
specifications define the concepts, terms, and types ofwarning and response events. For ex‑
ample, ‘GB/T 29425‑2012’ specifies the judgment factors and levels for emergency response.
Additionally, the warning and response events are sourced from multiple reliable outlets,
such as the China Weather Typhoon Website, the government website of the National Me‑
teorological Observatory. Before release, the news undergoes official review by the Na‑
tional Meteorological Observatory to ensure the authenticity and accuracy of the informa‑
tion. Furthermore, events can be sourced from government websites, including the official
websites of the National EmergencyManagement Department (https://www.mem.gov.cn/
(accessed on 11 June 2023)), provincial emergency management departments, government
and livelihood management departments, civil aviation and railway departments, as well
as their official WeChat accounts.

According to the different event objects, disaster situation events are divided into
production infrastructure‑affected events, social infrastructure‑affected events, and disas‑
ter situation statistics events. Production infrastructure‑affected events record the damage
caused by disasters and recovery information for the water supply, power supply, roads,
and communication facilities. Social infrastructure‑affected events refer to damage caused
by disasters to residential buildings, such as house collapse, billboards blowing down, and
trees uprooted and broken. Finally, disaster situation statistics record data about the pop‑
ulation and food supply affected by the disaster, such as casualties, disappearances, farm‑
land flooding, and crop failures.

The upper event categories were further subdivided into categories in the fifth layer
according to the different event objects. Secondary disaster events were divided into flood,
debris flow, waterlogging, and other subcategories. The warning events were divided into
typhoons, rainstorms, geological disasters, meteorological risks, and storm surge warn‑
ing events. The emergency response release events were divided into major meteorolog‑
ical disaster response, flood control, and typhoon response events. The traffic response
events were divided into train, highway, flight, and ship response events. Production
and life response events were divided into stop and resume work events and suspension
and resumption of class events. Production infrastructure‑affected events were divided
into communication‑affected, power‑affected, and water‑supply‑affected events. Social
infrastructure‑affected events were divided into house‑affected and tree‑affected events.
The disaster situation statistical events were divided into disaster‑affected population and
disaster‑affected crop statistical events.

3.2. Elements of Typhoon Events
Events always consist of a series of actions and relevant information, such as the

time, location, and participants involved in these actions. Events of the same type of‑
ten share common elements. This paper, by referring to the concepts of typhoons in na‑
tional standard documents and typhoon ontology [21,35,37,50,52], as well as the taxon‑
omy [46,47,49,50,52,69] presented in literature, and combining them with the description
of typhoon events in news reports, summarizes various elements in the category of ty‑
phoon events. An example is provided in the following excerpt from a news report: “As

https://www.mem.gov.cn/
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of 5 p.m. today (14th), the center of Typhoon Khanun (severe tropical storm force) is sit‑
uated in the eastern part of the South China Sea, approximately 840 km east to south of
Xuwen County, Guangdong Province. Its coordinates are 18.2 degrees north latitude and
117.9 degrees east longitude. The maximum wind near the center is recorded at force 11
(30 m/s), while the lowest pressure at the center is measured to be 980 hpa. The typhoon’s
impact extends with a radius of force 7 wind covering an area of 150–350 km, and a radius
of force 10 wind spanning 60–80 km”. Several concepts, such as “typhoon level”, “maxi‑
mumwind near the center”, “lowest pressure at the center”, “radius of force 7 wind”, and
“radius of force 10 wind”, are identified as core elements of a typhoon generation event.

In the event category tree, the level of abstraction of the event categories in each layer is
different. The fourth layer has a relatively balanced degree of abstraction, which is suitable
for analyzing event elements. The elements of each category in the fourth layer are shown
in Table 1. Because there are many elements, this section considers the subcategories of
typhoon state events as examples to analyze the event elements in each category in detail.
The elements of the other event categories are described briefly.

Table 1. Elements of typhoon events.

Category Elements Category Elements

Typhoon generation event

Time, Location, Number, Name,
Central pressure, Maximum wind

force, Radius of force 7 wind, Radius
of force 10 wind, Radius of force

12 wind, Tense, Action

Secondary disaster
event

Time, Location, Category,
Tense, Action

Typhoon
development event

Time, Location, Name, Wind force,
Typhoon level, Moving speed,
Moving direction, Action, Tense

Warning event
Time, Category, Warning
object, Warning level,

Organization, Action, Tense

Typhoon landing event
Time, Location, Name, Wind force,
Wind level, Moving speed, Typhoon

level, Tense, Action

Emergency response
release event

Time, Organization, Response
Category, Level, Action, Tense

Typhoon termination event Time, Location, Name, Action Traffic response event Time, Location, Category,
Traffic status, Action, Tense

Gale event Time, Location, Level, Action, Tense Production and life
response event Time, Location, Action, Tense

Precipitation event Time, Location, Precipitation level,
Precipitation, Action, Tense

Production
infrastructure affected

event

Time, Location, Affected item,
Quantity, Action, Tense

Wave event Time, Location, Wave height, Wave
level, Tense, Action

Social infrastructure
affected event

Time, Location, Affected item,
Action, Tense

Storm surge event Time, Location, Tide level, Storm
surge value, Tense, Action

Disaster situation
statistics event

Time, Location, Affected item,
Quantity, Action, Tense

The event elements of the typhoon generation event include the time, location, tense,
number, and name of the typhoon, central pressure, maximum wind force at the time of
generation, the radius of force 7 wind, radius of force 10 wind, and radius of force 12 wind.
The tense element refers to whether the current event in the report is forecast, occurring,
or has occurred. The event elements of a typhoon development event record the name,
grade, tense, and current development actions of the typhoon, such as approaching, mov‑
ing, weakening, strengthening, entering, moving in, moving out, passing through, and
moving away, as well as the time and location of the action, wind force, and other infor‑
mation. The event elements expressed by the typhoon landing event include the name,
grade, landing time and location, tense, current wind force, and moving speed of the ty‑
phoon. For example, in the provided excerpt, “As of the current forecast, it is anticipated
that Typhoon Khanun will make landfall along the coastal region stretching from Wan‑
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ning, Hainan to Zhanjiang, Guangdong. This is projected to occur between the night of
the 15th and the morning of the 16th. The magnitude of the landfall is predicted to be of
level 12–13, with wind speeds ranging from 33 to 40 m per second (m/s)”, the use of “will”
indicates that the tense of the event is in the future tense. And the location and time of the
typhoon landfall, as well as the current wind force, have been mentioned. As the contents
of the typhoon termination event in the news reports are very brief, the event elements of
the typhoon termination event are only the name of the typhoon and the time and location
of the termination.

The value of the category element of a secondary disaster event can be a flood, land‑
slide, debris flow, or waterlogging. Warning actions refer to operations such as publishing,
relieving, upgrading, and degrading warnings. In response events, the “response cate‑
gory” pertains to various actions taken to address specific types of meteorological disas‑
ters, such as typhoon, flood, and rainstorm prevention, among others. For instance, in the
provided excerpt, “On October 13th at 11 a.m., the National Meteorological Administra‑
tion initiated a level‑III emergency response for a significant meteorological disaster (ty‑
phoon)”, the response category is “typhoon prevention”. This event contains information
on the time (11 a.m. on October 13th), the organization (The National Meteorological Ad‑
ministration), the response level (level‑III emergency response), the action (initiating the
response), and the tense of the event (past tense). The traffic category of traffic response
events included high‑speed, urban traffic, port, highway, railway, flight, or other. The
traffic status refers to whether the current traffic capacity is declining or improving. This
element is optional; in some cases, there may be no description of the traffic status. Traffic
actions include cancellations, replies, delays, suspensions, closures, and flow restrictions.
The response actions of production and life response events refer to the suspension of
classes, resumption of classes, suspension of work, suspension of production, suspension
of markets, suspension of schools, and rush purchases. The affected items of production
infrastructure events include water, electricity, communication, and other infrastructure.
Actions refer to operations such as interruptions, water cut‑offs, power cuts, and recovery.
For example, “About 380,000 households lost power when the typhoon struck Zhuhai on
23 August 2017”. In the sentence, the elements of the production and life response event
are indeed included, such as time (23 August 2017), location (Zhuhai), action (struck), and
tense (past tense). These elements provide essential information about the specific event
related to the response of production and life during the typhoon’s impact in Zhuhai on the
mentioned date. The affected items of social infrastructure events include houses, doors
and windows, lines, fences, poles, and billboards. The actions include damage, blowing,
collapse, damage, scraping, overturning, and other destructive actions. The affected items
of the disaster situation statistics events refer to population and crops. The actions include
death, injury, disappearance, transfer, evacuation, resettlement, damage, and crop failure.

From the elemental analysis of these typhoon events, it can be observed that: (1.) The
most common event elements among the event categories have been time and location.
(2.) The temporal element can accurately determine the development status of an event
action. (3.) The action element is the core of each event as well as the key element for
distinguishing event types and the dynamics of typhoons.

3.3. Relationships between Event Classes
Typhoon events of different categories are not isolated but are interconnected in a net‑

work. Some events are based on logical relationships, whereas others are based on shared
information. Time information exists in all events, and all events can be connected using
a time sequence. Location information can also be found for most events, and using space
can establish relationships between events. For example, a correlation can be suggested
for typhoons at the same location. The complete process of a typhoon event can be de‑
termined through a combination of time and space. Spatially overlapping or temporally
overlapping typhoon events can be linked to form a large typhoon event network andmine
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additional typhoon knowledge. Events of the same typhoon can also be linked to form a
series of event sets.

There are also rich logical relationships between typhoon events. These logical rela‑
tionships are the causal and conditional relationships in semantics and the concurrent and
follow relationships in sequence. The concurrent relation is a two‑way relation; there is no
difference between the principal and the subordinate, and the two sides are equal. How‑
ever, the other three relationships are one‑way. The one‑way relationship has a prominent
direction, which is fixed and irreversible from one event to another.

A causal relationship refers to an event A being the cause of another event B, and B be‑
ing the result of A. Conditional relationship refers to the occurrence of event B only when
event A occurs; A is the premise for B to occur. The conditional relationship expresses the
relation that event B may be triggered by event A, but not necessarily. For example, warn‑
ing events can occur only when the wind reaches a certain level. Therefore, gale events
are the conditions for warning events, not their causes. A concurrent relationship refers
to the fact that the two sides of the event overlap in time and have no clear sequence. The
subsequent relationship refers to event A occurring first and event B occurring later.

As shown in Figure 3, among the four major categories of typhoon events, the rela‑
tionship between typhoon status events andwarning and response events was conditional.
There are both causal and concurrent relationships between typhoon state and disaster
events, indicating that the occurrence of disaster events is caused by typhoon state events
and that the two types of events overlap in time. The conditional relationship is between
the disaster events and warnings and response events. Meanwhile, a causal relationship
exists between disaster events and disaster situation events.
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In addition to the relationships between the major categories, within each major cat‑
egory, relationships of the same type also exist between the subcategories. For example,
within the typhoon status events, the typhoon generation and development events are in
the follow relationship. There are concurrent relationships between typhoon development
and landing events, and typhoon development and termination events. Among disaster
events, gale, precipitation, wave, and storm surge events are all in concurrent relationships.
There is a causal relationship between these four events and secondary disasters. In warn‑
ing and response events, there is a concurrent relationship between emergency response
release, production and life response, and traffic response events. There are three rela‑
tionships between warning and response events in the other three categories: concurrent,
follow, and causal. All the events within the disaster situation events are concurrent.

3.4. Semantic Model of Typhoon Events
3.4.1. Definitions of Typhoon Events

In the present study, typhoon events refer to events related to typhoons described in
the news, including their characteristics, direct disasters caused by them (such as gales, pre‑
cipitation, and storm surges), measures taken by humans to cope with them, and various
losses caused by them to humans.

Definition 1. A typhoon event (TE) is defined as a five‑tuple:

TE = (A,O,T,S,W) (1)

Action (A): Action often refers to the verb that reflects the development and process
of an event and is the indicator of the dynamic characteristics of events, such as “generate”,
“enhance”, “move”, and “weaken”. Occasionally, actions can also be nouns.

Object (O): An object is an entity participating in an event that can play any role in the
event, such as a subject or object.

Time (T): Time of the event can express the occurrence of typhoon events as either a
time point or a time period. It can be a relative or absolute time. Temporal information is
also included in the time to expresswhether the current event is about to occur, is occurring,
or has occurred.

Space (S): Event location. The spatial elements in typhoon events are geographical
spatial elements, which can be administrative areas, longitudes and latitudes, and spa‑
tial objects.

Key words (W) refer to the core words that express the characteristics of events. The
dynamic characteristics of typhoon events can be expressed by action elements, whereas
non‑dynamic information and some common expressions of typhoon events are recorded
as key words. This is because the words in the action elements are also core words, A ⊆W.

3.4.2. Definition of Typhoon Event Classes

Definition 2. The typhoon event class refers to a set of typhoon events with the same characteristics,
which are formally expressed as a six‑tuple:

EC = (E,SA,SO,ST,SS,SW) (2)

where EC is the event class, E is the event set, E = {TE1, TE2,……TEm}, Si = {Si1, Si2,…, Sim}
(i ∈ {A, O, T, S, W}, m ≥ 1) is the feature set of all events on the i‑element. Sim is the mth
feature of the event class in the ith element.

When classifying typhoon events, the action (A), object (O), and key words (W) of the
events are the core elements, and SO, SA, and SW are the key feature sets of an event class
and are also used to distinguish different event categories.
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3.4.3. Time Model of Typhoon Events
In the present study, the characteristics of the time expression of typhoon events in

Chinese news reports are summarized as follows:
a. The time expression is a time point.

A time point is a certain point in time. The expression contains six granularities: year,
month, day, hour, minute, and second; for example, at 12:08 on 13 August 2019, 19 July
2018, and 20 July 2018, at 13:29:47. There are also expressions referring to time, such as
“morning” and “afternoon”. For example, at 3:50 p.m. on 17 August 2017.

In some cases, the time point is not directly indicated but is inferred by referring to a
time object. The reference object of time can be the time of a news release, the time being
described in the news or an event. For example, the time expression may be “at present”,
“the next day”, or “after landing”.

b. The time expression is a time interval.

The semantics of this expression is that the time of an event is a time point within this
time interval. For example, the expression may be the morning or evening of August 23.
The time interval may also bemultiple candidate intervals rather than a certain range, such
as “early tomorrow morning or tomorrow morning”.

c. The time expression is a time period.

The timeperiod is the periodduringwhich an event continues and the event continues
to occur during the time period. This period has start and end points. For example, from
08:00 on 16 August to 08:00 on 17 August. However, the expression of the start or end time
points is sometimes not specific. For example, from the afternoon to night of August 5.

d. The time only indicates the start or end time of the event, and the semantic is to ex‑
press a time period.

Some events only record the start or end time of the event; for example, from that day
onward, after 12:00 noon on the 23 July, until now. If only a start time exists, the end time
generally refers to the time at which the current report is released. If only an end time
exists, the start time must be determined according to the context of the sentence.

e. Expression of tense in events

Using auxiliary and time words, the tense of a typhoon event is used to express the
event as: will be, is, or has occurred. For example, “it is expected that the Bohai Sea and the
northern part of the Yellow Sea will have 2.5 to 3.5 m of big waves”. The words “expected”
and “will” indicate that the event has not yet occurred and will happen.

Based on the above analysis, the present study proposes an expression method for a
certain time during an event.

Definition 3. A certain time in a typhoon event is expressed as a four‑tuple:

Time = (Begin‑Time, End‑Time, Time‑Type, Tense) (3)

where Begin‑Time and End‑Time are expressions of time points, and Time‑Type deter‑
mines the semantics of Begin‑Time and End‑Time. Time‑Type has three values: point,
period, and interval. “Point” means that the time is a time point. In this case, only Begin‑
Time is a time expression, and End‑Time is NULL. “Interval” means that the time when
the event occurs falls within a certain interval, and the Begin‑Time and End‑Time are both
time expressions. “Period” indicates the duration of the event. In this case, End‑Time has
a value, Begin‑Time has a value, or is NULL. Tense has three values: future, past, and
progressive tense.

The time granularity of typhoon events is usually accurate to the level of minutes
rather than seconds. Therefore, the expression of a time point in this study is also accurate
to the scale of minutes and is expressed in the format of “yyyy‑MM‑dd HH:mm”. For
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the meteorological time term, such as the early morning of July 16, “early morning” is
converted to the specific corresponding time. By consulting the meteorological staff, the
corresponding times of the meteorological time terms are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Corresponding time of meteorological time terms.

Term Time Interval Term Time Interval

day 08:00–20:00 night 20:00–08:00 the next day

before dawn 02:00–04:00 early morning 04:00–08:00

morning 08:00–11:00 noon 11:00–13:00

early afternoon 12:00–14:00 afternoon 13:00–17:00

dusk 17:00–20:00 midnight 22:00–02:00 the next day

before midnight 20:00–24:00 after midnight 00:00–04:00

There are manymultiple time expressions in an event, such as “the night of 16 August
and the day of 17August”. The present study proposes a complete time expressionmethod
for typhoon events based on different scenarios.

Definition 4. If multiple time points, periods, or intervals are uninterrupted, they are merged
into a complete period or interval. So, the time is still expressed as a time four‑tuple, as defined in
Definition 3.

t = (Begin‑Time, End‑Time, Time‑Type, Tense) (4)

As shown in Figure 4, t1, t2, and t3 are three consecutive periods or intervals. The
Begin‑Time of t is the Begin‑Time of t1, and the End‑Time is the End‑Time of t3. For exam‑
ple, if “the night on 16 June and the day on 17 June” represents the past time period, the
time can be expressed as t = (2021‑6‑16 20:00, 2021‑6‑17 20:00, “Period”, “Past”).
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Definition 5. If multiple time points, periods, or intervals are not continuous, then time is ex‑
pressed as T = {t1, t2… ti, i ≥ 1}, where ti is a time four‑tuple as defined in Definition 3.

As shown in Figure 5, t1, t2, and t3 are the three disconnected time periods or intervals.
T is a set of time four‑tuples with three elements, T = {t1,t2,t3}.
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Definition 6. If multiple time points, periods, or intervals are candidates for the event, but only
one‑time point, period, or interval is the actual occurrence time of the event, then define all candidate
time sets T’ = {t1, t2...... ti, i ≥ 1} (ti is a time four‑tuple), and the actual occurrence time of the
event t∈T’, is still a time four‑tuple.
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Definition 7. Based on the above expressions for the typhoon event time, the event time is defined
as a two‑tuple:

TM = (Type, Value) (5)

where the value of Type is either zero or one. Zero indicates that the final occurrence
time of an event is a time point, period, or interval. Correspondingly, the value is a time
four‑tuple or set T’ defined in Definition 6. One indicates that the event occurrence time
is a collection of multiple time points, periods, or intervals. The Value is then set to T in
Definition 5.

For example, when the event is “It is expected that the typhoon will land on the night
of Jun 8 or the day of Jun 9”, the time of the event is expressed as TM = (0, (2021‑06‑08 20:00,
2021‑06‑09 20:00, “Interval”, “Future”)).

3.4.4. Space Model of Typhoon Events
After analyzing the spatial description of typhoon events in Chinese news reports,

the following spatial entities and spatial features constituted the key information of spatial
expression, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Codes and names of spatial entities and features.

Code Name Type Code Name Type

00 country spatial entity L01 sea surface spatial
feature

01 administrative area spatial entity L02 ocean surface spatial
feature

02 abbreviation
administrative area spatial entity L03 sea area spatial

feature

03 meteorological
geographical area spatial entity L04

along the
coast

(the coast)

spatial
feature

04 sea spatial entity L05 lake surface spatial
feature

05 island spatial entity L06 water area spatial
feature

06 bay spatial entity L07 mountain
area

spatial
feature

07 strait spatial entity L08 other spatial
feature

08 ocean spatial entity

09 lake spatial entity

10 other spatial entity

11 fishing ground spatial entity

12 mountain spatial entity

Spatial entity refers to independent physical objects in the real world that have a spe‑
cific location or position, such as geographical regions like the Yellow Sea and Guangdong
Province. Spatial features, on the other hand, represent parts of these spatial entities, typi‑
cally referring to edges or surfaces within the defined space. Examples of spatial features
include specific coastal areas like the Guangdong coast and surfaces like the Bohai Sea sur‑
face. In the context of Chinese characteristics, certain feature words such as “sea surface”,
are commonly used to describe spatial features. Each spatial entity or feature is assigned a
unique code to facilitate subsequent spatial retrieval, aggregation, and other applications.
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For instance, using a specific administrative area code like ‘01’ for Guangdong Province en‑
ables efficient retrieval of information related to Guangdong by initially screening spatial
data associated with this code. Overall, the distinction between spatial entities and spatial
features allows for precise representation and organization of spatial information, enhanc‑
ing the effectiveness of spatial data management and utilization in various applications.

According to the regular Chinese pattern, this study has defined 11 fundamental spa‑
tial information expression modes. Each mode presents a combination of spatial entities,
spatial features, and directional words, as illustrated in Table 4.

Table 4. Spatial information expression modes.

Mode Code Mode

M1 longitude and latitude

M2 spatial entity

M3 M2 + spatial feature

M4 M2+ internal directional word (IL) + spatial feature

M5 M2 + noun locality inside

M6 M2 + external directional word (EL) + distance (DC) +M4

M7 M2 + external directional word + distance + spatial feature (optional)

M8 M2 + external directional word + spatial feature

M9 spatial entity 1 + external directional word + spatial entity 2+ spatial feature

M10 spatial entity 1 (mode1) + to + spatial entity 2 (mode2) + spatial
feature (optional)

M11 “The typhoon center passes by” + spatial feature

InM1, the default representation of latitude and longitude is east longitude and north
latitude, which is suitable for China. The internal directional word indicates a certain di‑
rection within the spatial entity, while the external directional word indicates a certain
direction outside the spatial entity. All the modes can be nested.

To determine the appropriate spatial mode for a given spatial information, a rule‑
based matching method is employed based on the semantics of each component in the
spatial information. The matched spatial mode is used to construct a spatial mode tree by
mapping specific semantic components to the elements of the spatial mode.

For instance, consider the spatial information “the central sea surface of the South
China Sea, about 160 km southeast of Sansha City, Hainan Province”. Through semantic
analysis, it is identified as suitable for mode M6. The elements of mode M6 are then popu‑
lated with the spatial information to generate a spatial mode tree, as depicted in Figure 6.
In this tree, the leaf nodes contain the actual spatial information, while the nodes in the
upper layer represent the information types or codes of spatial entities and features.

Definition 8. The expression of a space is defined as

S: = (Mode, Next) (6)

where Mode denotes the mode of the spatial expression. Its value ranges are listed in
Table 4. Next is a pointer that points to another spatial expression, the next S. There may
be more than one space in which an event occurs; therefore, there will be more than one
spatial expression in an event. Thus, the complete spatial representation of an event is a
linked list in which each element is an instance of S. The last Next element of the linked
list is the NULL.
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3.4.5. Static Object Ontology Model of Typhoon Events
Among the elements of typhoon events analyzed above, some, such as action, reflect

the dynamic characteristics of typhoons, and others, such asWind force andMoving speed,
reflect the static characteristics of typhoons. Static characteristics are embodied in the at‑
tributes of entity objects related to the event types. These attributes are scattered and not
conducive to integration. This section defines an object ontologymodel for typhoon events
to facilitate information sharing and integration between events.

Definition 9. The static object ontology model of typhoon events (SOOMTE) is defined as a
five‑tuple:

SOOMTE:: = DEF(SOTE_Classes,SOTE_Attributes,SOTE_Rules,SOTE_Relations,SOTE_Individuals) (7)

where SOTE_Classes is the collection of object classes in typhoon events, SOTE_Attributes
is the attribute collection of objects in typhoon events, SOTE_Rules is a rule set that re‑
stricts the value range of objects and attributes, SOTE_Relations represents the collection
of relations between typhoon event object classes, and SOTE_Individuals represents the
object instance collection of typhoon events.

The objects in the study were divided into four first‑level object classes, as shown
in Table 5: natural disasters, warnings, responses, and affected objects. Some first‑level
classes include second‑ and third‑level object classes. The first‑ and second‑level object
classes are listed in Table 5. Some second‑level object classes have the same attributes
inherited from the first‑level object classes. Therefore, they are not listed individually in
the table; the static object ontology is shown in Figure 7.

The attributes of all the objects are defined in SOTE_Attributes. All child objects at
the lower level possess attributes of the object at the upper level.

The constraints and rules for the object and the attributes are defined in SOTE_Rules.
These rules limit the scope of the attributes. For example, the value range of the Level
attribute of the warning class is the first to fourth levels, whose value can also be a red,
orange, yellow, or blue warning.

The relations between objects are defined in SOTE_Relations and summarized in two
categories: causal and inheritance relations. For example, if a natural disaster causes a
warning, a causal relation exists between the warning and the natural disaster. Natural
disasters are the cause of warnings. Typhoons, gales, rain, waves, secondary disasters,
and storm surges are the children of natural disasters. The relationships between objects
are represented by different line segments, as shown in Figure 7. In the figure, the boxes
represent the object classes, the ellipses represent the attributes of the object classes, and
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the meanings of the lines are given in the legend. The relationships between all classes and
attributes are represented by lines.

Table 5. Some objects and attributes of the static object ontology model.

First‑Level
Object

Second‑Level
Object Attribute First‑Level

Object
Second‑Level

Object Attribute

Natural
disaster

Typhoon

Number

Affected object

Affected traffic

Name

Central pressure Status

Wind force Quantity

Radius of force 7 wind
Production and

life object

Name

Radius of force 10 wind Status

Radius of force 12 wind Quantity

Typhoon level Infrastructure and
property object

Status

Moving speed Quantity

Moving direction Disaster situation
statistics object

Status

Gale
Wind level Quantity

Gust
Warning

Level

Rain

Duration Organization

Precipitation
Response

Level

Precipitation
level Organization

Precipitation trend

Wave
Wave level

Wave height

Storm surge
Storm surge value

Tide level

3.4.6. Typhoon Events Ontology Model
The typhoon event ontology model is the conceptual and formal expression of ty‑

phoon events. In this section, an ontology model of typhoon events is created.

a. Formal expression of typhoon event relations
There are two typhoon event classes: EC1 = {E1,S1A,S2O,S2T,S2S,S2W} andEC2 = {E2,S2A,
S2O,S2T,S2S,S2W}; the formal definitions of the relations are based on these two classes.

• The formal definition of inheritance relation:

If EC1 is a subset of EC2, E1⊆E2, S1j⊆S2j (j∈{A, O, T, S, W}). Accordingly, EC1 is called
a child class, and EC2 is called a parent class, denoted by RI (EC2, EC1).

• The formal definition of causal relation:

If EC1 is the cause of EC2 and EC2 is the result of EC1, it is denoted as RCau (EC1, EC2).

• The formal definition of the follow relation:

If EC1 occurs after EC2, it is denoted as RF (EC2, EC1).

• The formal definition of concurrent relation:

EC1 and EC2 occur successively or simultaneously in a period; the occurrence times
of the two event classes overlap. This is denoted as RC (EC1 and EC2).

• The formal definition of conditional relation:
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EC1 is the condition for the occurrence of EC2, implying that the occurrence of EC2
must be based on the occurrence of EC1. Therefore, this is denoted as RCon (EC1, EC2).

b. Typhoon events ontology model

The typhoon event ontology is a formal specification anddescription of typhoon events.
In the present study, it is defined as four‑tuple:

TEO = (TECS, TEIS, R, Rules) (8)

where TECS is the collection of typhoon event classes, defined as TECS = {EC1, EC2, …,
ECm}. ECm is the mth class of typhoon events. TEIS is a collection of typhoon event in‑
stances: TEIS = {TEI1, TEI2, …, TEIm}. TEIm is the instance set of ECm, TEIm = {EIm1, EIm2,
…, EImj}, where EImj is the jth instance of the ECm. R is the relation set between typhoon
event classes, R = {rx<ECi,ECj>|rx is the relation of <ECi, ECj>, rx∈{RI, RCau, RF, RC, RCon}}.
Rules define the integration and reasoning rules between events.
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Figure 7. Diagram depicting the static object ontology model of typhoon events.

Figure 8 shows some event classes and relations of the typhoon event ontologymodel
as well as the event definitions of some event classes. In the figure, tables are used to
represent the definitions of events, and boxes are used to represent the event classes. They
are connected by a straight line, giving an example of the event definition in the event
class. The lines in the legend represent the causal, concurrent, inheritance, conditional,
and follow relations, respectively.
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3.5. Ontology Population
The typhoon event ontology model serves to formalize and organize information

found in typhoon‑related news. To achieve this, it is essential to extract the relevant ty‑
phoon event information from the news text and populate it into the typhoon ontology
model. This paper draws upon the idea of event information extraction [38,70,72] in nat‑
ural language processing and designs a process for typhoon event information extraction,
consisting of four subtasks as illustrated in Figure 9.

The first subtask is event information discovery: This involves locating and identify‑
ing news articles that contain information related to typhoon events. By quickly identifying
and extracting the relevant news, the task helps determine the type of typhoon event that
needs to be extracted. The second subtask is event element recognition: Here, the focus
is on identifying specific information of interest from the discovered typhoon events. The
extraction targets include the time, location, action, object, and attributes of the typhoon
events, which correspond to the attributes in the typhoon event ontology and static object
ontology. The third subtask is event semantic generation: The extracted information is
often numerous and mixed, making it challenging to obtain complete events. This task
aims to determine which information combinations belong to the same event and assign
semantic roles to them, thereby forming semantic associations. By assigning semantics
to chaotic information, a basis is provided for structuring the information. The fourth
subtask is information encapsulation: This task involves mapping the extracted semantic
event information into the typhoon event ontology to create instances of typhoon events.
This process ensures that the semantic information is appropriately incorporated into the
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typhoon event ontology, facilitating the organization and representation of the extracted
data. By following these four subtasks, the typhoon event ontologymodel is enrichedwith
relevant information from the news, enabling a structured and comprehensive representa‑
tion of typhoon events.
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The first three subtasks are implemented using a neural network model. Due to the
absence of an available typhoon event extraction corpus, this paper adopts corpus creation
technology in natural language processing to design typhoon event triggers, named entity
types, and semantic role tags based on typhoon event classification system and event ele‑
ments. Moreover, 4595 typhoon news reports introduced in Section 3 are utilized as the cor‑
pus, manually annotated using Doccano software, to generate three corpuses for typhoon
event detection (ED), named entity recognition (NER), and semantic role labelling(SRL).
The neural network model chosen for this paper is lattice‑structured bidirectional long
short‑term memory with a conditional random field (lattice BiLSTM‑CRF).

Chinese characters and words are the basic semantic units. The text to be extracted
serves as input for the event extraction model, requiring consideration of whether to use
characters or words as the basic input units. Consequently, two types of Chinese event
extraction models have emerged: character‑based and word‑based. Both models have
demonstrated good performance in different applications, but also have their limitations.
Words are essential units for conveying complete semantic information in Chinese. How‑
ever, character‑based event extraction models cannot learn the semantic features of words,
leading to the loss of some semantic information. On the other hand, word‑based event ex‑
tractionmodels may encounter issues with word segmentation errors during Chinese data
preprocessing. For example, the phrase “武汉市长江大桥” can be segmented as
“武汉市/长江/大桥” or “武汉/市长/江大桥”, resulting in the learning of incorrect semantic
information. The lattice BiLSTM‑CRF model can simultaneously learn the semantic infor‑
mation of both characters andwords, exhibiting superior performance in Chinese informa‑
tion extraction [73,74]. This text utilizes theHownet dictionary to extractword information
from the text, thereby avoiding Chinese word segmentation errors.

The structure of lattice BiLSTM‑CRFmodel is shown in Figure 10. The model consists
of a 5‑layer structure. The bottom layer is the data layer, where data is input in two forms:
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characters andwords. Words are a set ofwords that endwith the current character through
character matching in Hownet. The second layer is the word embedding layer, which
converts the textual expression of characters and words into vector expression. The third
layer is a Bidirectional LSTM layer, and the core unit of this layer is the Core LSTM. The
Core LSTM includes a lattice unit that can fuse word and character semantics. The next
CRF layer receives the outputs of the BiLSTM layer and calculates the final recognition label
results through the loss function. In the figure, Xc

m and Xc
m,n are the word embeddings of

characters and words. Cc
i and hc

i are the internal memory unit and the hidden layer output
of the Core LSTM, respectively. The internal structure and calculation formula of the Core
LSTM in the model, as well as the calculation formula and usage methods of the entire
model, are detailed in reference [71], and this paper will not repeat them here.
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Three corpuses are employed to train the models independently, yielding three neu‑
ral network models for different tasks. Subsequently, ED, NER, and SRL tasks are carried
out, with accuracy (Acc), precision (P), recall (R), and F1 serving as evaluation indicators.
The final evaluation results of the three task models are presented in Table 6. Typhoon
elements are extracted from the 4595 typhoon news reports using the NER task. The ex‑
tracted event elements and their respective quantities are visually presented in Figure 11.
After extracting the elements and applying SRL, the elements are filled into the attributes
of the event ontology. This process creates typhoon event instances based on the typhoon
event ontologymodel. For the temporal and spatial elements, a rule‑based approach is em‑
ployed to generate corresponding time and space expressions, utilizing the designed time
and space expressions. Ultimately, the types and quantities of event instances obtained
through ontology population are listed in Table 7.

Table 6. Evaluation indicators for three tasks.

Task Acc P R F1

ED 99.99% 99.88% 99.90% 99.89%

NER 93.14% 91.87% 87.89% 89.83%

SRL 96.93% 93.81% 95.47% 94.63%
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Table 7. Event instances obtained through ontology population.

Category Quantity Category Quantity

Typhoon generation event 167 Secondary disaster event 132

Typhoon development event 2134 Warning event 891

Typhoon landing event 1896 Emergency response release event 812

Typhoon termination event 78 Traffic response event 1263

Gale event 2076 Production and life response event 64

Precipitation event 2297 Production infrastructure
affected event 89

Wave event 372 Social infrastructure affected event 226

Storm surge event 458 Disaster situation statistics event 703

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Construction of the Typhoon Event Ontology Model

The present study implemented the typhoon event and static object ontology models
using Protégé 5.5.0. Because the entire typhoon ontology model is large‑scale and the on‑
tology diagram is complex, Figure 12 shows only the ontologymodel diagram of the event
classes in the third and fourth layers in Figure 2 and several static object classes. Each box
in the diagram represents an event or static object class. The lines in Figure 12 represent
the relationship between the event classes and the associations between the static object
and event classes. Figure 13 shows a partial content of the typhoon event ontology and its
properties and relationships created in Protégé.
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Figure 14 shows the code written in OWL for defining typhoon development events
in the typhoon event ontology model.
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4.2. Case‑Study of Typhoon Event Ontology Model
In Section 3.5, amethod for ontologypopulationwas introduced and a total of 13,658 ty‑

phoon events were extracted from 4595 news reports. As an illustrative example, this sec‑
tion employs an ontologymodel to convey typhoon‑related knowledge. The specific news
report on typhoons was sourced from the China Weather Typhoon Website, alongside the
extraction of pertinent event elements. The report was published on 22 September 2014, at
07:26:04.

The news report reads as follows:
“At 05:00 on 22 September 2014, the center of Typhoon Fung‑wong was located on

the sea surface of the southern part of the East China Sea, approximately 310 km south
of Xiangshan, Zhejiang Province, at 26.7◦ north latitude and 122.1◦ east longitude, with a
maximum wind force of 10 level (28 m/s). It is expected that Fung‑wong will continue to
move towards the north by west at the speed of 20 km per hour, and it is most likely to
land in the coastal area from Wenling to Zhoushan from this afternoon to the evening. In‑
fluenced by typhoon Fung‑wong there are heavy rain to cloud‑burst in northernWenzhou,
Taizhou, and Ningbo today; There are gales of magnitude 10–12 on the sea surface of the
coast of Zhejiang”.

A typhoon event is described in the first sentence of the news, indicating its current
position and wind force. According to the action, “located”, and key words, “wind force,
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latitude, longitude…” in the event, its category is Typhoon Development Event. Further‑
more, the time of the event is “2014‑9‑22 05:00”. This provided an accurate description of
the time points. This time point was earlier than that of the news. Therefore, the event is
regarded as having occurred. Hence, the time point was Time = (2014‑09‑22 05:00, NULL,
“Point”, “Past”). The time of the event was (0, Time). There are two parallel expressions
for the location, which correspond to space modes M6 and M1: the two space patterns
were linked by a linked list, and each space pattern was represented in the form of a tree,
as shown in Figure 15. The object of the event was a typhoon named Fung‑wong and the
value of the attribute “Maximumwind” was Level 10 (28 m/s). An instance of the typhoon
development event was created.

In this sentence, “It is expected that Fung‑wong will continue to move towards the
north by west at the speed of 20 km per hour”, the action of the event is “move”. There‑
fore, the event was categorized as a typhoon development event. According to the words
“expected” and “will”, the tense is “Future”. However, there were no time points (periods
or intervals). By default, the time of the current news was taken as the time point of the
event, expressed as Time = (2014‑09‑22 07:00, NULL, “Point”, “Future”). The final timewas
expressed as TM = (0, Time). The typhoon object contains three attributes: name, speed,
and direction. No space was available for this event. Therefore, an example typhoon de‑
velopment event class was created.

The sentence “and it ismost likely to land in the coastal area fromWenling toZhoushan
from this afternoon to the evening” contains an event whose category is Typhoon Landing.
The “likely” in the sentence represents an uncertain event in the future; thus, the tense of
the event is “Future”. The time expression “from this afternoon to the evening”means that
the event will occur at a certain point in this time interval. Therefore, the time point of the
event was Time = (2014‑9‑22 13:00, 2014‑9‑22 20:00, “Interval”, “Future”). The final time
was expressed as TM = (0, Time). The space expression of the event corresponds to space
mode M10. The typhoon object has the following attribute:name.

In the sentence, “there are heavy rain to cloud‑burst in northern Wenzhou, Taizhou,
and Ningbo today”, rain is the action of the event. Therefore, the event category was Pre‑
cipitation Event. Precipitation is a continuous event; thus, the time expressed by “today”
was a time period. According to the time of the news, it may be raining; therefore, the
tense was progressive. Time was (2014‑9‑22 00:00,2014‑9‑23 00:00, “Period”, “Progressive
tense”). The spaces of the event are three space descriptions corresponding to the space
modesM5,M2, andM2, which are represented by a linked list of three nodes. The attribute
of the rain object had the following value: heavy rain.

There is an instance of a gale event in the sentence, “There are gales of magnitude
10–12 in the sea surface of the coastal Zhejiang”. The event time is the same as the precip‑
itation time in the previous instance, which is “today”. The location is “the sea surface of
the coastal of Zhejiang”, which corresponds to the space mode M3. The value of the wind
force attribute of the gale object was Level 10–12.

The five event instances are presented in Figure 15, which shows the upper parent
event classes of these events and the relationships between them. These relationships have
been explained in detail in Section 3.3.
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4.3. Application of Typhoon Event Ontology Model
The typhoon event ontology serves as an efficient tool for organizing and managing

typhoon data, enabling the analysis of typhoon events, and forming a fundamental model
for constructing a comprehensive typhoon event knowledge graph. This article leverages
the typhoon ontology to organize typhoon event data and performs aggregated analysis
of typhoon events based on this structured approach.

The ontologymodel encompasses crucial aspects such as time, space, event categories,
relationships, anddetailed event elements related to typhoon events. By aggregating events
based on specific attributeswithin the ontology, a set of relevant events can be derived. Uti‑
lizing this event set, the evolutionary process of typhoon events and human responses to
disasters can be analyzed, yielding valuable insights into the patterns of typhoon evolution
and enhancing disaster prevention and relief measures.

As an illustrative example, this paper conducts event aggregation analysis using the
event category in the ontology, focusing on Typhoon In‑Fa, which made landfall in China
in 2021. The timeline of Typhoon In‑Fa’s events is as follows:

On July 18th, at 2 a.m., Typhoon In‑Fa originated in the northwest Pacific Ocean.
Around 12:30 on July 25th, In‑Fa made landfall on the coast of Putuo, Zhoushan, Zhejiang
Province, with typhoon‑level intensity. Subsequently, on July 26th, at around 9:50 a.m.,
Typhoon In‑Fa made its second landfall on the coast of Pinghu City, Zhejiang Province,
with strong tropical storm‑level intensity.

The typhoon event of Typhoon In‑Fa concluded at 8 p.m. on July 30th. To conduct
a comprehensive analysis, a total of 187 news reports related to Typhoon In‑Fa were col‑
lected from reputable sources, including the China Weather Typhoon Website and official
websites of national and provincial government agencies such as the National Emergency
Management Department, Provincial EmergencyManagement Department, and National
Meteorological Center. As these data sources are from official media, the news content
holds high credibility. Employing the typhoon event information extraction method out‑
lined in Section 3.5, a total of 665 events were extracted from the collected news reports. Af‑
ter eliminating duplicate events, 284 unique typhoon events were eventually obtained and
organized using the typhoon event ontology. Based on this structured ontology, events
sharing the same category were aggregated, yielding various event sets representing dif‑
ferent categories. Typhoon process analysis was subsequently performed on these aggre‑
gated event sets, considering three key perspectives: time, space, and quantity.

Figure 16 displays the quantity of events for 14 different event categories, providing
an overview of the distribution of events across each category. In total, four event cate‑
gories stand out with the highest number of occurrences: precipitation events, typhoon
development events, warning events, and gale events. This indicates that the entire de‑
velopment process of Typhoon In‑Fa brought substantial precipitation and gale weather
conditions to China. Furthermore, during In‑Fa’s development, there were numerous re‑
ports detailing changes in the typhoon’s state. Simultaneously, due to the potential harm
posed by the typhoon, the emergency management department issued a significant num‑
ber of warning messages. From the data presented in Figure 16, it is evident that the num‑
ber of events related to responses to typhoons and disasters is relatively small compared to
other event categories. This observation suggests that the news reports may have recorded
relatively few instances of human response activities. Additionally, it indicates that the co‑
ordination between warning information and effective responses may not have been fully
executed, resulting in a lack of timely emergency measures after warnings were issued.
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The time expression capabilities of the typhoon event ontology enable time analysis at
five different granularities: year, month, day, hour, andminute. Depending on the specific
application requirements, an appropriate time granularity can be chosen. In this paper,
the time distribution of different event categories is analyzed using the day granularity, as
depicted in Figure 17. The analysis reveals that a total of 14 days of typhoon events were
recorded, spanning from July 18th to July 31st. From July 18th to July 21st, the quantities
of events were relatively small and stable. However, starting from July 21st, there was
a rapid increase in the quantities of typhoon development events, precipitation events,
and warning events. This sudden surge in events can be attributed to two factors. Firstly,
news media started paying more attention to the progress of the typhoon, leading to a
higher number of events being recorded in the reports. Secondly, the significant rise in
event quantities indicated that the typhoon was nearing land, bringing heavy rainfall and
adverse weather conditions. Concurrently, relevant authorities issued a large number of
timely warnings to alert people and prompt them to take preventive measures against the
approaching typhoon and potential disasters.

In Figure 17, the time distribution of typhoon landing events is concentrated from July
24th to July 26th, which aligns with the actual typhoon landing dates on July 25th and July
26th. This paper explores the changes in various events during three distinct time periods:
before, during, and after the typhoon’s landfall. Before the typhoon made landfall, there
was a rapid increase in precipitation events from July 20th to 25th, alongside a rising trend
in warning and gale events. The number of response events also began to increase from
July 23rd. These findings indicate that as the typhoon approached, there was a notable in‑
crease in windy and rainy weather conditions, leading to the issuance of warnings and the
implementation of response measures to prevent typhoon disasters. During the typhoon’s
landing, both precipitation and gale events reached their peaks, as did traffic response
events. This surge in events suggests that China experienced heavy rainfall and strong
winds during this period. In response to the extreme weather, relevant authorities took
measures such as suspending train and airplane services to reduce disaster risks. After the
typhoon landed, the number of precipitation, gale, andwarning events gradually declined.
However, on July 27th, production and life response events reached a small peak, indicat‑
ing that the impact of the typhoon was still primarily due to windy and rainy conditions.
Relevant units implemented measures such as suspending classes, work, and business to
ensure safety during this period. On July 29th, there was a small peak in typhoon devel‑
opment events, precipitation events, gale events, warning events, traffic response events,
and production and life response events. This convergence of events and the occurrence
of disasters suggest that the severe weather had intensified and its impact had increased.
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Subsequently, the number of various events gradually decreased until the termination of
the typhoon. The analysis of the temporal distribution of different event categories high‑
lights the development stages of the typhoon and underscores the relationship between
the typhoon’s progression and human response activities.
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In the typhoon event ontology, spatial information is structured using a spatial mode.
The analysis of spatial information focuses on spatial entities as the primary analysis ob‑
jects, examining the distribution of events across these entities. In this context, the spa‑
tial analysis units are defined as provincial administrative regions. The analysis involves
studying the spatial distribution of the number of events and exploring the proportional
relationship of different types of events within each provincial administrative region.

Figure 18 illustrates the spatial distribution of typhoon events, showcasing the
provinces and cities affected by Typhoon In‑Fa, along with the corresponding number of
events in each region. The intensity of the typhoon’s impact on a particular province or
city can be inferred from the number of events recorded in that area. The figure highlights
that Zhejiang Province experienced the highest number of typhoon events, indicating that
Typhoon In‑Fa had the most significant impact on this region, which aligns with the ty‑
phoon’s landing in Zhejiang. As In‑Fa moved northwards from Zhejiang, the number of
typhoon events in Fujian Province decreased. However, regions like Shanghai, Jiangsu,
and Anhui provinces (cities) were greatly affected by the typhoon, as evidenced by the
higher number of events recorded in these areas. This correlation is linked to the typhoon’s
trajectory after making landfall in Zhejiang. As the intensity of Typhoon In‑Fa diminished
during its northward movement, the number of typhoon events in Hebei, Shandong, and
Henan provinces decreased slightly. Additionally, Figure 18 demonstrates that Typhoon
In‑Fa had a wide‑ranging impact, affecting areas beyond coastal provinces. Regions like
Beijing, Tianjin, Liaoning, and Inner Mongolia were also affected by the typhoon, indicat‑
ing its extensive reach and potential implications for these areas.
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The spatial distribution of typhoon events is closely correlated with the path of the
typhoon. As a typhoon moves along its trajectory, it affects specific spatial areas along its
path. By analyzing the spatial distribution of typhoon events in a more detailed spatial
range, such as the city or county level, we can obtain more precise and localized infor‑
mation about the typhoon’s impact. Analyzing typhoon events at a finer spatial granu‑
larity, such as the city or county level, allows for a more accurate understanding of the
typhoon’s patterns and effects on specific regions. It helps in identifying the areas that
experience the most significant impact and damage, enabling authorities to tailor disaster
response measures and allocate resources more effectively. By studying typhoon events at
a more detailed spatial range, researchers and emergency management departments can
gain insights into the localized vulnerabilities and the potential risks faced by different
communities. This information can lead to more targeted and efficient disaster prepared‑
ness, response, and recovery strategies, ultimately reducing the impact of typhoons and
improving the overall resilience of affected regions.

Figure 19 provides a detailed analysis of 12 provinces (cities) significantly affected
by Typhoon In‑Fa, along with the proportion of different types of events in each of these
regions. It can be seen that precipitation events account for the largest proportion in each
province (city), indicating precipitation as themaindisastrousweather event brought about
by Typhoon In‑Fa. Despite the typhoon’s final landing in Zhejiang, the predicted landing
locations also included Shanghai and Fujian, and this informationwas accurately recorded
in the news reports. Zhejiang, Jiangsu, Anhui, Shandong, Shanghai, and Fujian are closely
associated with typhoon development events, and multiple types of events such as ty‑
phoons, disasters, and warnings have occurred in these six provinces (cities). This indi‑
cates the significant impact of Typhoon In‑Fa on these regions. As the province where
the typhoon made landfall, Zhejiang has the most diverse range of event types recorded,
further highlighting its prominence as one of the most severely affected areas by Typhoon
In‑Fa. In Figure 19, the yellow segments represent warning events, which are present in
each province (city), demonstrating that the respective provincial governments have taken
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active measures to issue warnings and preparedness advisories in response to the impend‑
ing disasters. This proactive approach is crucial for minimizing potential damages and
ensuring public safety during typhoon events.
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The analysis presented in Figure 19 provides valuable insights into the specific im‑
pact of Typhoon In‑Fa on different provinces (cities) and the corresponding types of events
that occurred in each region. These findings are instrumental in guiding disaster response
efforts and resource allocation tailored to the unique needs and vulnerabilities of the af‑
fected areas.

4.4. Discussion
The typhoon event ontologymodel was created and tested to prove its feasibility. The

design of time, space, and object forms the basis of this model. Regarding time, the time
four‑tuple defined in this study can accurately express a certain time point (period, inter‑
val). For the complex time description of an event, a time two‑tuple is proposed to make
the time descriptionmore comprehensive and accurate. In this study, 11 spacemodeswere
defined for the spatial representation of typhoon events. In the case‑study in Section 4.2,
these space modes accurately matched the spatial descriptions of the news. The tree‑form
representation of the spacemode is readable and conducive to future spatial matching and
searching. Several space models are connected in the form of a linked list to express the
space information more completely. In this case‑study, only the attributes of the static ob‑
jects described by an event are defined. In reality, an object may correspond to several
instances of different events. The dynamic characteristics of an object can also be reflected
by changes in its attributes.
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The ontology model achieves the goal of expressing dynamic and static knowledge
about events based on formal and semantic methods. In the typhoon ontology model,
static object ontology, event, event class, time model, and space model are designed to re‑
alize conceptual modeling of typhoon events. Changes in the attribute values of the same
object, changes in space and time of similar events, actions defined in events, and the re‑
lationships of events are all representations of the dynamic characteristics of the events.
Typhoon‑event ontologies have explicit semantics. The internal structure of events, the
meaning of event ontology, and the relations between events are well described. The on‑
tologymodel is defined by the formal language OWL. Hence, the typhoon ontologymodel
is suitable for recording the static and dynamic characteristics of typhoon events and real‑
izing conceptual‑, formal‑, and semantic‑level knowledge expression for typhoon events.

The typhoon event ontology is also expandable. Because the ontology is mainly de‑
signed for Chinese, some parts, such as space modes, are inconsistent with English, but
they can be expanded by studying spatial descriptions in English. The combination of
space entities and locations in the space modes can also be flexibly matched. New spatial
modes can be added to new Chinese spatial descriptions.

Similarly, the time model could be expanded. Single‑time and time models of the
event were defined in the form of tuples. The composition of the elements in the tuples
can be changed to extend the expression of time.

Ontology is reusable and widely used. The static object and event ontology models
defined in this study can be reused directly in applications related to typhoons. Ontology
is also a knowledge representation method suitable for knowledge graphs. The typhoon
event ontology lays the foundation for further research, mining, and reasoning regarding
typhoon events.

The typhoon event ontology defined in the present study can be improved in the fol‑
lowing ways: The definition of actions and key words of event classes mainly depends
on manual work, and the coverage is not comprehensive. In future work, this method
will be improved to collect vocabulary automatically. In addition, the tense of an event
requires subjective human judgment, and the workload is large. The reasoning algorithm
is designed to judge the tenses of events.

5. Conclusions
Knowledge representation has become increasingly crucial with the rapid develop‑

ment of knowledge engineering. Typhoon knowledgemining based on knowledge graphs
requires the support of typhoon information expression models. The current typhoon rep‑
resentation methods ignore the impact of human activities on disaster situations. This
article proposes a typhoon event classification system that includes human activities. By
incorporating human activities into disaster analysis, the relationship between human ac‑
tivities and typhoons can be deeply analyzed, thus further improving disaster relief and
preventionmeasures. In response to the problems of certain typhoon representationmeth‑
ods that cannot express the spatiotemporal change process of typhoons and lack clear se‑
mantic descriptions, this article introduces the event ontology method and constructs a
typhoon event ontologymodel. The model designs the temporal, spatial, static, and action
feature elements of typhoons to record the spatiotemporal change process of typhoons,
achieving the unity of dynamic and static features of typhoons, and having clear event
semantic descriptions.

To verify the effectiveness of the model, this article briefly introduces the method of
extracting typhoon events through tasks such as event detection, named entity recognition,
and semantic role annotation, and ultimately filling in the typhoon event ontology. The
ontology filling case confirms that the typhoon event ontology proposed in this article is
suitable for expressing typhoon events in news reporting. In addition, this article demon‑
strates the application of ontology in typhoon process analysis through event aggregation
method, and verifies that typhoon data organized in the form of event ontology can be
used to analyze the development and impact of typhoons. At the same time, the data rep‑
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resentation method of ontology is also conducive to the reuse of typhoon data, laying a
solid foundation for further research and various applications of typhoons.

The construction of typhoon event ontology is of great significance for the expression
and application of typhoon information. Typhoon ontology can be used to construct ty‑
phoon event maps. Mining historical typhoon data through graphs, exploring typhoon
disaster patterns, and analyzing the relationship between human activities and typhoons
can provide technical andmethodological support for China’s emergencymanagement de‑
partment to formulate effective emergency decision‑making plans, playing a crucial role
in disaster prevention and relief work.

However, there are two points that need improvement. The construction process of
the ontology model requires a substantial amount of labor, for instance, the determination
of the range of values for action elements is performedmanually. There is a need to further
explore automated methods for ontology model construction. Secondly, the spatial mode
can be further expanded to design a more comprehensive spatial pattern.
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